
Chapter 29 – Grace 

Grace is another name for love, undeserved love. Grace is God’s activity, and as de 

Caussade says “Only God’s activity can make us holy” (p. 54). And therefore our job 

is not to produce it but to receive it. Whatever is received, is received according to 

the nature of the receiver, says the wise maxim of the philosophers. Water takes 

the shape of the bucket into which it is poured, and so does grace. It looks Petrine 

in Peter, Marian in Mary, and Johannine in John. 

Those buckets into which God’s grace is received are our souls. And all human souls 

have free will, by their own essential nature. So when God’s grace enters a human 

soul, it does not set aside that soul’s free will but perfects it. Grace turns free will 

on, not off. And therefore we must freely choose to receive God’s grace. For grace 

is a gift (we do not deserve it: that’s why it’s called grace rather than justice), and 

a gift must be not only freely given but also freely received. A blow on the head or 

a bullet in the heart is not a gift. 

It’s not that God does His half of the contract, putting His money on the table, and 

then waits to see whether we will do our half. Grace and free will are not a fifty-

fifty deal but a one hundred–one hundred deal, like marriage. It’s God’s grace that 

actualizes (“turns on”) our very acceptance of it and also actualized our prior asking 

for it. Pascal, following Saint Augustine, has God saying to the soul, “Take comfort: 

you would not be searching for me unless you had already found me” (Pensées 

553). 

But this truth, the primacy of God’s grace, should be learned after, not before, we 

seek Him. There is an order here. In our experience, our seeking comes first, and 

then our finding Him. But in God’s experience, His seeking us comes first. We do 

not have God’s experience, only our own; but He has revealed His experience to us, 

and that is why we know that His grace preceded even our seeking of Him. So the 

truth of the absolute primacy of God’s grace should not be misused as fatalism and 

as an excuse for not seeking Him (“I guess God just didn’t give me the grace to be 

interested enough to seek Him”), because that is to confuse our experience with 

God’s. Its proper use and place is afterward—as in the hymn, “I sought the Lord 

and afterward I knew / He moved my soul to seek Him, seeking me. / 

It was I that found, O Savior true; / No, I was found by Thee.” 



The practical point for us is that we must (1) first actively seek God and His grace, 

not just passively sit around waiting for it to drop like a meteorite; (2) then choose 

to receive it in total abandonment (faith and hope); and (3) then thank Him for it 

and for starting the process and, therefore, for the whole process, including our 

two free choices, the choices to seek it actively and to abandon ourselves to 

receiving it. But there is a right order: we are to thank Him for it, and for our two 

previous free choices (to seek it and to accept it) after it has been done. All three 

acts are ours and are free, and we can refuse them, and we are responsible for 

these choices; and all three acts are initiated by God’s grace. 

Of course it is never finally “done”, that is, finished, in this life, so we must keep 

going back to step (1) and (2) again and again, even after step (3). 

How do we do these three things? We just do it! There is no technology for it. It is 

too great for that. It is love. Technology is cause and effect; and the cause must be 

equal to or greater than the effect; and there is nothing greater to or equal to love; 

and therefore nothing can cause love but love. 

 


